Privacy policy and use of cookies
You leave an electronic trail whenever you move around the Copenhagen FinTech website and the internet
in general. In practical terms, the trail is generated because your browser automatically sends information
to Copenhagen FinTech, in the form of so-called cookies, for example.
The electronic trail and data provide such details as:









the pages you look at on the Copenhagen FinTech website
when and how long you use our website
the browser you use, for example, Internet Explorer 8
your operating system, for example, Windows 7
the website you visited immediately before copenhagenfintech.dk
your IP address

the Java version you use
If we have your name and e-mail address, etc, it is because you have submitted this information in order to
subscribe to one or more of our electronic services.
If you want to unsubscribe from our newsletter, for example, you are free to do so at any time.

What do we do with your data?
We regularly review the lists of subscribers to our newsletters to see if we send newsletters to our
stakeholders.
Copenhagen Fintech only uses the electronic trail to run the site and compile statistics to improve the user’s
website experience. We do not pass on any data.
You are always welcome to contact Copenhagen FinTech to find out which data have been collected about
you, the purpose of the data collection, and where the data come from. If you contact us only regarding
statistics, it is not certain that we can identify your session data, as it depends on whether we can identify a
static IP address for you.
If you believe Copenhagen FinTech is using your personal data incorrectly or if you have any questions
about cookies, etc, please send us an e-mail.

How to reject cookies
You can reject cookies on your computer by selecting the relevant settings in your browser. However, you
should be aware that without cookies you may not be able to use all the website's functions. Because a
cookie is located on your, the client’s, computer, you will always be able to view, change or delete these
cookies. We hope you will accept the cookies we use as they help us to improve the website.
If you do not want to accept cookies from Copenhagen FinTech, the newest versions of most browsers allow
you to select advanced cookie settings under internet settings and add our domain to the list of websites
whose cookies you want to block.
Here, you can also delete individual cookies or all cookies that your browser has stored.
If you set up your browser to reject cookies, you should note that some functionalities on some websites
may not work properly.
Please note that a cookie from our homepage will always be stored on your computer.

If you do not want Google Analytics to monitor your visits, you can use Google's Opt-Out Browser Add-on.
You should be aware that your visits to other sites using Google Analytics will not be registered either if you
install this browser plug-in.
Guidelines from the commonest browsers:
delete cookies in Microsoft Internet Explorer
delete cookies in Mozilla Firefox browser
delete cookies in Google Chrome browser

